


    Qingdao Vitalucks Trade Co., Ltd is one of the 
leading suppliers of high-quality wooden product in 
Shandong, China. We started from 2014 with our 
factory located in Caoxian, Heze County, covers an 
area of more than 23,000 square meters. Today our 
factory has around 140 professional employees and 
products are being exported to all over the world, 
expecially to Germany, Netherland, Europe, USA. Till 
now, export volume has reach to 10 Million.
    Our commitment is not only to provide our products 
at the right time at the right place with zero tolerance, 
but to provide first-class wooden product to our clients. 
“Always new to the market, always be center of the 
market” is our business philosophy which keep us 
always be young and sensitive.
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Main products
wood packing box, wooden wine boxes, wood tea/coffee box, wooden barrel, 
wood cutting board, wood frame, wooden tray, sushi tools, wooden decoration 
products, bird house, furniture ,furniture accessoires and any other wooden 
products .





Factory





ORDER PROCESS
inquiry

quotatio
n

sample

sign 
contract

start the 
order

delivery

pls advise the box size/shape/logo/finish/packing and the material

FOB, CIF, DDU, DDP, we can offer based on your request

if price accepted, we'll make sample for your confirmation

after sample confirmed, let's sign the contract

so happy we move to this step, we'll start the production

after your inspection, cargo delivered



order/deposi
t confirmed

cutting 
material

assembl
e

polish

inspect painting

logo 
added

inspect packing

inspect

ship
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Three times 
inspections

first inspection: after assemble the box, our QC will inspect the goods, double check and confirm each 
size, then move to next step 

second inspection: after painting or logo added, we'll inspect if the logo is correct or if the painting is 
good enough, if there's any defectives, we'll pick out, then move to packing part  

third inspection: it happens before shipping, to guarantee that the cargo is ok to ship, this is the last 
inspection 

These three times inspections can decreased the defectives largely, also give our clients promise 
that order from us, like they order from their own factory



Wooden Materials 
(not limited to below materials, maple, cherry, etc.)



QINGDAO VITALUCKS HAPPY TO BE YOUR FRIENDS, FAMILIES
PLS CONTACT US BY BELOW INFO, ALWAYS RESPONSE TIMELY

https://vitalucks.en.alibaba.com/
https://www.vitalucks-woodencraft.com/
P: 86 15306489786 
T: 86 0532 88393572  
E: allen@vitalucks.com
WhatsApp: 86 15306489786  
Skype: allen.gao3


